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Yes it’s the end of this history of racing games.  But not of course the end of the genre.  You have just read 
about all the important video games for racing fans from Gran Trak to Gran Turismo (and it’s imitators).  Yes 
this ends without a bang, no shocks or surprises.  There are no conclusions to draw, only lessons to be learnt.  
Developers should stand up and take notice of why Turismo sells so well, why the GPL community is so strong 9 
years later, why F355 cuts it as a simulator in the remaining arcades and perhaps why we gamers get so glassy 
eyed over OutRun.   
 

In 2002 Yu Suzuki stated the racing game genre is a little stale, Geoff Crammonds office had closed (imagine 
making Geoff redundant! – fools).  Not only that, Sega Rally’s creator has avoided racing games, David Kaemer 
hasn’t released anything and Shaun Southern is in hiding.  But still the genre grows—great racing and driving 
games are always on the agenda for a company wishing to show us how good their technology is. 

 
Arcade-handling games with realistic looking graphics will continue to dominate for the near future.  Soon we’ll 
have games where the track is accurate to a single centimetre.  We are now at a point where the designers can 
give us an accurate simulation of F1, GT cars and Rallying – so gameplay, audio, feedback/input mechanism etc 
should all progress.   

 
Racing games have generally had a very clear path until now: strive toward realism – if you get closer than your 
last game, it’s a better game.  Well there may be some progress still to be made, but we’re now seeing games 
that are already very realistic and they won’t get too much more real whilst still constrained by your tv or moni-
tor.  Bring on HDTV you say?  Now is the time for developers and especially console games to finally get to grips 
with online and therefore multi-player racing.  This clearly offers the best opponents ever on our own full 
screen.  We just need quality matchmaking services.   
 
Sure, EA is said to have lost a lot of money trying various online stuff, but don’t worry, the potential profit will 
lure all developers into the online arena because although risky at the moment, the rewards are too great to ig-
nore. 
 
Online racing is set to get much more exciting as we can simply switch on the console and enjoy without spend-
ing hours fiddling with a PC and it’s endless configurations and options.   HDTV, fun and realism is all we want 
and it’ll come.  Let’s be patient until then and remember how far we came in 30 years.   
 

PERSONAL THANKS 
Dr Foerst  http://www.drfoerst.de/e_page.htm for answering so many questions and providing so much documentation for me 
John Sellers for Arcade Fever & inspiring me to carry on. (if you haven’t read it, YOU need this book) 
Rob Fulop, Jed Margolin, Max Behnsky, David Rolfe – all for providing some great games, but also for answering my emails and pointing 
me in the right direction years ago. 
Peter Hirschberg www.peterhirschberg.com/handheld/ledhead/index.htm for LedHead & a magnificent render. 
Dave Forman at www.sincuser.f9.co.uk  A great Sinclair resource: Thanks for the images 
 
The staff and contributors at www.arcadeflyers.com/ and www.gamefaq.com for great archive and database  
Kim Lemon for www.lemon64.com/ without doubt the finest C64 site available. 
Nicola Salmoria & colleagues www.mame.net  without whom many of the screen grabs shown would be impossible. 
Toby www.system16.com for another great archive and some great technical info. 
 

If you helped in some way with this archive and I have failed to thank you or offer a link – then I apologise without hesitation.  This has 
been growing slowly for a number of years and I have perceivably missed quite a few people. Drop me a line if you feel left out.   

Clockwise from top left: Circuit USA+Super Drift Out+Super F1 Circus+Street Racer (all for SNES), 1992 Ground Effects (Taito, Arcade), 
1995 World Rally (Data East, Arcade), 1985 3d Stunt Rider (Amsoft, AmstradCPC), 1986 Buggy Boy (Tatsumi, Arcade),  1990 E-Type (4th Dimension, 
Archimedes). 
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